
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5
Tariff Item 

Number Description of Goods Base
Rate Category Notes

7211.13.92.10 ----- Of a maximum tensile strength of 550 
Mpa, containing by weight less than 
0.6% of carbon, with the decorative 
styled surface (checker) or pickled 
or not

X 2
  
  
  

7211.13.92.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.13.93.00 ---- Hoop and strip X 2
7211.13.99 ---- Other:   
7211.13.99.10 ----- Of a maximum tensile strength of 550 

Mpa, containing by weight less than 
0.6% of carbon, with the decorative 
styled surface (checker) or pickled 
or not

X 2
  
  
  

7211.13.99.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.14 -- Other, of a thickness of 4.75 mm or 

more:
  

--- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7211.14.11 ---- Universal plates:   
7211.14.11.10 ----- Of a maximum tensile strength of 550 

Mpa, with the decorative styled 
surface (checker) or pickled or not 

X 2
  
  

7211.14.11.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.14.12 ---- Hoop and strip:   
7211.14.12.10 ----- Of a maximum tensile strength of 550 

Mpa, with the decorative styled 
surface (checker) or pickled or not 

X 2
  
  

7211.14.12.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.14.19 ---- Other:   
7211.14.19.10 ----- Of a maximum tensile strength of 550 

Mpa, with the decorative  styled 
surface (checker) or pickled or not 

X 2
  
  

7211.14.19.90 ----- Other X 2
--- Other:   

7211.14.91 ---- Universal plates:   
7211.14.91.10 ----- Of a maximum tensile strength of 550 

Mpa, with the decorative styled 
surface (checker) or pickled or not 

X 2
  
  

7211.14.91.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.14.92 ---- Coils for re-rolling:   
7211.14.92.10 ----- Of a maximum tensile strength of 550 

Mpa, with the decorative styled 
surface (checker) or pickled or not 

X 2
  
  

7211.14.92.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.14.93 ---- Corrugated:   
7211.14.93.10 ----- Of a maximum tensile strength of 550 

Mpa, of a width up to 1,250 mm, with 
the decorative styled surface 
(checker) or pickled or not

X 2
  
  
  

7211.14.93.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.14.94 ---- Other, hoop and strip:   
7211.14.94.10 ----- Of a maximum tensile strength of 550 

Mpa, with the decorative styled 
surface (checker) or pickled or not 

X 2
  
  

7211.14.94.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.14.99 ---- Other:   
7211.14.99.10 ----- Of a maximum tensile strength of 550 

Mpa, with the decorative styled 
surface (checker) or pickled or not 

X 2
  
  

7211.14.99.90 ----- Other X  2 
7211.19 -- Other:   
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7211.19.10 --- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7211.19.11 ---- Tape and band exceeding 25 mm  but 
not exceeding 100 mm in width:

  
  

7211.19.11.10 ----- Of a maximum tensile strength of 550 
Mpa, with the decorative styled 
surface (checker) or pickled or not 

X 2
  
  

7211.19.11.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.19.12 ---- Other, hoop and strip:   
7211.19.12.10 ----- Of a thickness of more than 2 mm, 

maximum tensile strength of 550 Mpa, 
with the decorative styled surface 
(checker) or pickled or not

X 2
  
  
  

7211.19.12.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.19.19 ---- Other:   
7211.19.19.10 ----- Of a thickness of more  than 2 mm, 

maximum tensile strength of 550 Mpa, 
with the decorative styled surface 
(checker) or pickled or not

X 2
  
  
  

7211.19.19.90 ----- Other X 2
--- Other:   

7211.19.91 ---- Tape and band exceeding 100 mm in 
width:

  

7211.19.91.10 ----- Of a thickness more than 2 mm, 
maximum tensile strength of 550 Mpa, 
with the decorative styled surface 
(checker) or pickled or not

X 2
  
  
  

7211.19.91.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.19.92 ---- Coils for re-rolling:   
7211.19.92.10 ----- Of a thickness of more than 2 mm, 

maximum tensile strength of 550 Mpa, 
with the decorative styled surface 
(checker) or pickled or not

X 2
  
  
  

7211.19.92.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.19.93 ---- Corrugated:   
7211.19.93.10 ----- Of a thickness of more than 2 mm, 

maximum tensile strength of 550 Mpa, 
with the decorative styled surface 
(checker) or pickled or not

X 2
  
  
  

7211.19.93.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.19.94 ---- Other, hoop and strip:   
7211.19.94.10 ----- Of a thickness of more than 2 mm, 

maximum tensile strength of 550 Mpa, 
with the decorative styled surface 
(checker) or pickled or not

X
 
 
 

2
 
 
 

7211.19.94.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.19.99 ---- Other:   
7211.19.99.10 ----- Of a thickness of more than 2 mm, 

maximum tensile strength of 550 Mpa, 
with the decorative styled surface 
(checker) or pickled or not

X 2
  
  
  

7211.19.99.90 ----- Other X 2
- Not further worked than cold-rolled 
(cold-reduced):

  
  

7211.23 -- Containing by weight less than 0.25% of 
carbon:

  
  

7211.23.10.00 --- Corrugated X 2
7211.23.20.00 --- Tape and band exceeding 25 mm but not 

exceeding 100 mm in width
X 2

  
7211.23.30.00 --- Other, hoop and strip, not exceeding 

400 mm in width
X 2
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7211.23.40.00 --- Other, hoop and strip, exceeding 400 
mm in width

X 2
  

7211.23.50.00 --- Other, of a thickness of more than 40 
mm

X 2

--- Other:   
7211.23.91 ---- Of a thickness of 0.170 mm or less:   
7211.23.91.10 ----- Of a thickness of 0.14 mm up to 0.17 

mm, pickled or not
X 2

  
7211.23.91.90 ----- Other X  2 
7211.23.99 ---- Other:   
7211.23.99.10 ----- Of a thickness more than 0.17 mm up 

to 3 mm, pickled or not
X 2

  
7211.23.99.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.29 -- Other:   

--- Containing by weight 0.25% or more but 
less than 0.6% of carbon:

  
  

7211.29.11.00 ---- Corrugated X 2
7211.29.12.00 ---- Tape and band exceeding 25 mm but not 

exceeding 100 mm in width
X 2

  
7211.29.13.00 ---- Other, hoop and strip, not  exceeding 

400 mm in width
X 2

  
7211.29.14.00 ---- Other, hoop and strip, exceeding 400 

mm in width
X 2

  
7211.29.15 ---- Other, of a thickness of 0.170 mm or 

less:
  

7211.29.15.10 ----- Of a thickness of 0.14 mm up to 0.17 
mm, pickled or not

X 2
  

7211.29.15.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.29.19 ---- Other:   
7211.29.19.10 ----- Of a thickness of more than 0.17 mm 

up to 3 mm, pickled or not
X 2

  
7211.29.19.90 ----- Other X 2

--- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7211.29.21.00 ---- Tape and band exceeding 25 mm but not 
exceeding 100 mm in width

X 2
  

7211.29.22.00 ---- Other, hoop and strip, not exceeding 
400 mm in width

X 2
  

7211.29.23.00 ---- Other, hoop and strip, exceeding 400 
mm in width

X 2
  

7211.29.29 ---- Other:   
7211.29.29.10 ---- Of a thickness of 0.14 mm or more but 

less than 0.5 mm, pickled or not
X 2

  
7211.29.29.90 ----- Other X 2
7211.90 - Other:   

-- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7211.90.11.00 --- Tape and band exceeding 25 mm but not 
exceeding 100 mm in width

X  
  

7211.90.12.00 --- Other, hoop and strip, not exceeding 
400 mm in width

X  
  

7211.90.13.00 --- Other, hoop and strip, exceeding 400 
mm in width

X  
  

7211.90.19.00 --- Other X  
-- Other:   

7211.90.91.00 ---Corrugated X  
7211.90.92.00 --- Tape and band exceeding 25 mm but not 

exceeding 100 mm in width
X  

  
7211.90.93.00 --- Other, hoop and strip, not exceeding 

400 mm in width
X  

  
7211.90.94.00 --- Other, hoop and strip, exceeding 400 

mm in width
X  
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7211.90.95.00 --- Other, of a thickness of 0.170 mm or 
less

X  

7211.90.99.00 --- Other X  

72.12 Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy 
steel, of a width of less than 600 mm, 
clad, plated or coated.   

7212.10 - Plated or coated with tin:   
-- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 

carbon:
  

7212.10.11.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and not exceeding 400 mm in 
width

X  2 
  

7212.10.12.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and exceeding 400 mm but not 
exceeding 500 mm in width

X 2
  
  

7212.10.19.00 --- Other X 2
-- Other:   

7212.10.91.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and not exceeding 400 mm in 
width

X 2
  

7212.10.92.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and exceeding 400 mm but not 
exceeding 500 mm in width

X 2
  
  

7212.10.99.00 --- Other X 2
7212.20 - Electrolytically plated or coated with 

zinc:
  

-- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon, corrugated:

  
  

7212.20.11.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 400 mm 
in  width

X  
  

7212.20.12.00 --- Hoop and strip, exceeding 400 mm but 
not  exceeding 500 mm in width

X  
  

7212.20.19.00 --- Other X  
-- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 

carbon, not corrugated:
  
  

7212.20.21.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 400 mm 
in width

X  
  

7212.20.22.00 --- Hoop and strip, exceeding 400 mm but 
not exceeding 500 mm in width

X  
  

7212.20.29.00 --- Other X  
-- Other, corrugated:   

7212.20.31.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and not exceeding 400 mm in 
width

X  
  

7212.20.32.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and exceeding 400 mm but not 
exceeding 500 mm in width

X
 
 

 
 
 

7212.20.33.00 --- Other, 1.5 mm or less in thickness X  
7212.20.39.00 --- Other X  

-- Other, not corrugated:   
7212.20.91.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 

thickness and not exceeding 400 mm in 
width

X  
  

7212.20.92.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and exceeding 400 mm but not 
exceeding 500 mm in width

X  
  
  

7212.20.93.00 --- Other, 1.5 mm or less in thickness X  
7212.20.99.00 --- Other X  
7212.30 - Otherwise plated or coated with zinc:   
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-- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon, corrugated:

 
 

 
 

7212.30.11.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 400 mm 
in width

X 2
  

7212.30.12.00 --- Hoop and strip, exceeding 400 mm but 
not exceeding 500 mm in width

X 2
  

7212.30.19.00 --- Other X 2
-- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 

carbon, not corrugated:
  
  

7212.30.21.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 400 mm 
in width

X 2
  

7212.30.22.00 --- Hoop and strip, exceeding 400 mm but 
not exceeding 500 mm in width

X 2
  

7212.30.29.00 --- Other X 2
-- Other, corrugated:   

7212.30.31.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 400 mm 
in  width

X 2
  

7212.30.32.00 --- Hoop and strip, exceeding 400 mm but 
not exceeding 500 mm in width

X 2
  

7212.30.33.00 --- Other, 1.5 mm or less in thickness X 2
7212.30.39.00 --- Other X 2

-- Other, not corrugated:   
7212.30.91.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 400 mm 

in width
X 2

  
7212.30.92.00 --- Hoop and strip, exceeding 400 mm but 

not exceeding 500 mm in width
X 2

  
7212.30.93.00 --- Other, 1.5 mm or less in thickness X 2
7212.30.99.00 --- Other X 2
7212.40 - Painted, varnished or coated with 

plastics:
  

-- Containing  by  weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7212.40.11.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 400 mm 
in width

X  
  

7212.40.12.00 --- Hoop and strip, exceeding 400 mm but 
not exceeding 500 mm in width

X  
  

7212.40.19.00 --- Other X  
-- Other:   

7212.40.21.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 400 mm 
in width

X  
  

7212.40.22.00 --- Hoop and strip, exceeding 400 mm but 
not exceeding 500 mm in width

X  
  

7212.40.23.00 --- Other, 1.5 mm or less in thickness X  
7212.40.29.00 --- Other X  
7212.50 - Otherwise plated or coated:   

-- Plated or coated with aluminium-zinc 
alloys:

  
  

--- Containing by weight 0.6 % or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7212.50.11.00 ---- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and not exceeding 400 mm in 
width

X  
  
  

7212.50.12.00 ---- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and exceeding 400 mm but 
not exceeding 500 mm in width

X  
  
  

7212.50.13.00 ---- Other, 1.5 mm or less in thickness X  
7212.50.19.00 ---- Other X  

--- Other:   
7212.50.21.00 ---- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 

thickness and not exceeding 400 mm in 
width

X  
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7212.50.22.00 ---- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and exceeding 400 mm but 
not exceeding 500 mm in width

X  
  
  

7212.50.23.00 ---- Other, 1.5 mm or less in thickness X  
7212.50.29.00 ---- Other X  

-- Plated or coated with chromium oxide or 
with chromium and chromium oxide 
(including tin-free steel):

  
  
  

--- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7212.50.31.00 ---- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and not exceeding 400 mm in 
width

X  
  
  

7212.50.32.00 ---- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and exceeding 400 mm but 
not exceeding 500 mm in width

X  
  
  

7212.50.39.00 ---- Other X  
--- Other:   

7212.50.41.00 ---- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and not exceeding 400 mm in 
width

X  
  
  

7212.50.42.00 ---- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and exceeding 400 mm but 
not exceeding 500 mm in width

X  
  
  

7212.50.43.00 ---- Other, 1.5 mm or less in thickness X  
7212.50.49.00 ---- Other X  

-- Other:   
--- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 

carbon:
  
  

7212.50.51.00 ---- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and not exceeding 400 mm in 
width

X  
  
  

7212.50.52.00 ---- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and exceeding 400 mm but 
not exceeding 500 mm in width

X  
  
  

7212.50.59.00 ---- Other X  
--- Other:   

7212.50.61.00 ---- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and not exceeding 400 mm in 
width

X  
  
  

7212.50.62.00 ---- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and exceeding 400 mm but 
not exceeding 500 mm in width

X  
  
  

7212.50.63.00 ---- Other, 1.5 mm or less in thickness X  
7212.50.69.00 ---- Other X  
7212.60 - Clad:   

-- Containing  by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7212.60.11.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and not exceeding 400 mm in 
width

X  
  

7212.60.12.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and exceeding 400 mm but not 
exceeding 500 mm in width

X
 

 
 

  
7212.60.19.00 --- Other X  

-- Other:   
7212.60.21.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 

thickness and not exceeding 400 mm in 
width

X  
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7212.60.22.00 --- Hoop and strip, not exceeding 6 mm in 
thickness and exceeding 400 mm but not 
exceeding 500 mm in width

X
 
 

 
 
 

7212.60.23.00 --- Other, 1.5 mm or less in thickness X  
7212.60.29.00 --- Other X  

   
72.13 Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly 

wound coils, of iron or non-alloy steel.
  
  

7213.10 - Containing indentations, ribs, grooves 
or other deformations produced during 
the rolling process:

  
  
  

7213.10.10.00 -- Of circular cross-section measuring not 
exceeding 50 mm2

X  
  

7213.10.20.00 -- Of rectangular (including square) 
cross-section not exceeding 20 mm in 
width

X  
  

7213.10.90.00 -- Other X  
7213.20 - Other, of free-cutting steel:   
7213.20.10.00 -- With an average diameter of 5 mm to 20 

mm
X 2

7213.20.90.00 -- Other X 2
- Other:   

7213.91 -- Of circular cross-section measuring 
less than 14 mm in diameter:

  
  

7213.91.10.00 --- For making soldering bars X 2
--- Other:   

7213.91.91 ---- Concrete steel:   
7213.91.91.10 ----- Containing by weight 0.77% or more 

of carbon
X  

  
7213.91.91.90 ----- Other X  
7213.91.92.00 ---- Cold heading in coil X 2
7213.91.93.00 ---- Shaft bars; manganese steel X 2
7213.91.99.00 ---- Other X 2
7213.99 -- Other:   
7213.99.10.00 --- For making soldering bars X 2

--- Other:   
7213.99.91 ---- Concrete steel:   
7213.99.91.10 ----- Containing by weight 0.77% or more 

of carbon
X  

  
7213.99.91.90 ----- Other X  
7213.99.92.00 ---- Cold heading in coil X 2
7213.99.93.00 ---- Shaft bars; manganese steel X 2
7213.99.99.00 ---- Other X 2

  
72.14 Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy 

steel, not further worked than forged,
hot-rolled, hot-drawn or hot-extruded, but 
including those twisted after rolling.

  
  
  
  

7214.10 - Forged:   
7214.10.10.00 -- Containing by weight less than 0.6% of 

carbon
X 2

  
7214.10.20.00 -- Containing  by weight 0.6% or more of 

carbon
X  

  
7214.20.00.00 - Containing indentations, ribs, grooves 

or other deformations  produced during 
the rolling process or twisted after 
rolling

X  
  
  

7214.30.00.00 - Other, of free-cutting steel X 2
- Other:   

7214.91 -- Of rectangular (other than square) 
cross-section:
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--- Containing by weight less than 0.6% of 
carbon:

 
 

 
 

7214.91.11.00 ---- Concrete steel X  
7214.91.12.00 ---- Shaft bars; manganese steel X 2
7214.91.19.00 ---- Other X  

--- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:　

  
  

7214.91.21.00 ---- Concrete steel X  
7214.91.22.00 ---- Shaft bars; manganese steel X 2
7214.91.29.00 ---- Other X  
7214.99 -- Other:   

--- Containing by weight less than 0.25% 
of carbon:

  
  

7214.99.11.00 ---- Concrete steel X  
7214.99.12.00 ---- Shaft bars; manganese steel X 2
7214.99.19.00 ---- Other X 2

--- Containing by weight 0.25% or more but 
less than 0.6% of carbon:

  
  

7214.99.21.00 ---- Concrete steel X  
7214.99.22.00 ---- Shaft bars; manganese steel X 2
7214.99.29.00 ---- Other X 2

--- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7214.99.31.00 ---- Concrete steel X  
7214.99.32.00 ---- Shaft bars; manganese steel X 2
7214.99.39.00 ---- Other X 2

  
72.15 Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy 

steel.
  
  

7215.10.00.00 - Of free-cutting steel, not further 
worked than cold-formed or cold-finished

X 2
  

7215.50.00.00 - Other, not further worked than cold-
formed or cold-finished

X  
  

7215.90 - Other:   
-- Containing by weight less than 0.6% of 

carbon:
  
  

7215.90.11.00 --- Other than manganese steel or shaft 
bars

X  

7215.90.19.00 --- Other X 2
7215.90.20.00 -- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 

carbon
X 2

  

72.16 Angles, shapes and sections of iron or 
non-alloy steel.

  
  

7216.10.00.00 - U, I or H  sections, not further worked 
than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, 
of a height of less than 80 mm

X  
  
  

- L or T sections, not further worked than 
hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, of a 
height of less than 80 mm:

  
  
  

7216.21.00.00 -- L sections X  
7216.22.00.00 -- T sections X  

- U, I or H sections, not further worked 
than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded 
of a height of 80 mm or more:

  
  
  

7216.31 -- U sections:   
--- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 

carbon:
  
  

7216.31.11.00 ---- Of a height of 80 mm or more but not 
exceeding 140 mm

X  
  

7216.31.19.00 ---- Other X  
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--- Other:   
7216.31.91.00 ---- Of a height of 80 mm or more but not 

exceeding 140 mm
X  

  
7216.31.99.00 ---- Other X  
7216.32 -- I sections:   

--- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7216.32.11.00 ---- Of a height of 80 mm or more but not 
exceeding 140 mm

X  
  

7216.32.19.00 ---- Other X  
--- Other:   

7216.32.91.00 ---- Of a height of 80 mm or more but not 
exceeding 140 mm

X  
  

7216.32.99.00 ---- Other X  
7216.33 -- H sections:   

--- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7216.33.11.00 ---- Of a height of 80 mm or more but not 
exceeding 140 mm

X  
  

7216.33.19.00 ---- Other X  
--- Other:   

7216.33.91.00 ---- Of a height of 80 mm or more but not 
exceeding 140 mm

X  
  

7216.33.99.00 ---- Other X  
7216.40 - L or T sections, not further worked than 

hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, of a 
height of 80 mm or more:

  
  
  

-- Containing  by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7216.40.11.00 --- L sections of a height of 80 mm or 
more but not more than 140 mm

X  
  

7216.40.19.00 --- Other X  
-- Other:   

7216.40.91.00 --- L sections of a height of 80 mm or 
more but not more than 140 mm

X  
  

7216.40.99.00 --- Other X  
7216.50 - Other angles, shapes and sections, not 

further worked than hot-rolled, hot-
drawn or extruded:

  
  
  

-- Containing  by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

  
  

7216.50.11.00 --- Of a height of less than 80 mm X  
7216.50.19.00 --- Other X  

-- Other:   
7216.50.91.00 --- Of a height of less than 80 mm X  
7216.50.99.00 --- Other X  

- Angles, shapes and sections, not further 
worked than cold-formed or cold-
finished:

  
  

7216.61.00.00 -- Obtained from flat-rolled products X  
7216.69 -- Other:   

--- Angles, other than slotted angles:   
7216.69.11.00 ---- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 

carbon and having a height of 80 mm 
or more

X  
  

7216.69.12.00 ---- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon and having a height of less 
than 80 mm

X  
  

7216.69.13.00 ---- Other, of a height of 80 mm or more X  
7216.69.14.00 ---- Other, of a height of less than 80 mm X  

--- Other angles, shapes and sections:   
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7216.69.21.00 ---- Of a thickness of 5 mm or less X  
7216.69.29.00 ---- Other X  

- Other:   
7216.91 -- Cold-formed or cold-finished from flat-

rolled products:
  
  

--- Angles, other than slotted angles:   
7216.91.11.00 ---- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 

carbon and having a height of 80 mm 
or more

X
 

 
 

7216.91.12.00 ---- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon and having a height less than 
80 mm

X  
  

7216.91.13.00 ---- Other, of a height of 80 mm or more X  
7216.91.14.00 ---- Other, of a height of less than 80 mm X  
7216.91.20.00 --- Slotted  angles, roll-formed from 

pure-punched steel strips, whether or 
not painted or galvanised

X  
  
  

--- Shapes and sections:   
7216.91.31.00 ---- Of a thickness of 5 mm or less X  
7216.91.39.00 ---- Other X  
7216.99.00.00 -- Other X  

  
72.17 Wire of iron or non-alloy steel.
7217.10 - Not plated or coated, whether or not 

polished:
7217.10.10.00 -- Containing by weight less than 0.25% of 

carbon
X

-- Containing by weight 0.25% or more but 
less than 0.6% of carbon:

7217.10.21.00 --- Spokes wire X
7217.10.22.00 --- Bead wire; flat hard steel reed wire; 

pre-stressed concrete steel wire; free 
cutting steel wire

X 2

7217.10.29.00 --- Other X
-- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 

carbon:
7217.10.31.00 --- Spokes wire; bead wire; flat hard 

steel reed wire; prestressed concrete 
steel wire; free cutting steel wire

X

7217.10.39.00 --- Other X
7217.20 - Plated or coated with zinc:
7217.20.10.00 -- Containing by weight less than 0.25% of 

carbon
X

-- Containing by weight 0.25% or more but 
less than 0.45% of carbon:

7217.20.21.00 --- Electrolytic coated and spokes wire X
7217.20.22.00 --- Flat hard steel reed wire; prestressed 

concrete steel wire; steel wire with 
silicon content not less than 0.1%, 
zinc plated with layer weight not less 
than 240 gr/m2

X

7217.20.29.00 --- Other X
-- Containing by weight 0.45 % or more but 

less than 0.6 % of carbon:
7217.20.31.00 --- Electrolytic coated and spokes wire X
7217.20.32.00 --- Flat hard steel reed wire; prestressed 

concrete steel wire; steel wire with 
silicon content not less than 0.1%, 
zinc plated with layer weight not less 
than 240 gr/m2

X
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7217.20.33.00 --- High carbon steel core wire for 
Aluminium Conductors Steel Reinforced 
(ACSR)

X

7217.20.39.00 --- Other X
-- Containing by weight 0.6 % or more of 

carbon:
7217.20.41.00 --- Electrolytic coated and spokes wire X
7217.20.42.00 --- Flat hard steel reed wire; prestressed 

concrete steel wire; steel wire with 
silicon content not less than 0.1%, 
zinc plated with layer weight not less 
than 240 gr/m2

X

7217.20.43.00 --- High carbon steel core wire for 
Aluminium Conductors Steel Reinforced 
(ACSR)

X

7217.20.49.00 --- Other X
7217.30 - Plated or coated with other base metals:
7217.30.10.00 -- Containing by weight less than 0.25% of 

carbon
X

7217.30.20.00 -- Containing by weight 0.25% or more of 
carbon but less than 0.6% of carbon

X

-- Containing by weight 0.6% or more of 
carbon:

--- Beadwire (copper alloy coated high 
carbon steel wire for pneumatic rubber 
tyres):

7217.30.31.00 ---- Beadwire (brass coated high carbon 
steel wire for pneumatic rubber 
tyres)

X

7217.30.32.00 ---- Beadwire (coated with other copper 
alloys, high carbon steel wire for 
pneumatic rubber tyres)

X

7217.30.33.00 --- Plated or coated with tin X
7217.30.39.00 --- Other X
7217.30.90.00 -- Other X
7217.90 - Other:
7217.90.10.00 -- Containing by weight of not less than 

0.1% of silicon and plated with zinc 
having a layer weight not less than 240 
g/m2 and covered with PVC as an outer 
layer

X

7217.90.20.00 -- Other containing by weight less than 
0.25% of carbon, excluding the goods of 
subheading 7217.90.10

X

7217.90.30.00 -- Other containing by weight 0.25% or 
more but less than 0.45% of carbon, 
excluding goods of subheading 
7217.90.10

X

7217.90.40.00 -- Other containing by weight 0.45% or 
more but less than 0.6% of carbon, 
excluding goods of subheading 
7217.90.10

X

7217.90.50.00 -- Other containing by weight 0.6% or more 
of carbon, excluding goods of 
subheading 7217.90.10

X

72.18 Stainless steel in ingots or other primary 
forms; semi-finished products of stainless 
steel.

7218.10.00.00 - Ingots and other primary forms A
- Other:
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7218.91.00.00
 

-- Of rectangular (other than square) 
cross-section

A

7218.99.00.00 -- Other A

72.19 Flat-rolled products of stainless steel, 
of a width of 600 mm or more.
- Not further worked than hot-rolled, in 
coils:

7219.11 -- Of a thickness exceeding 10 mm:
7219.11.10.00 --- Of a thickness not exceeding 125 mm 

and with patterns in relief derived 
from rolling

A

7219.11.90.00 --- Other A
7219.12 -- Of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more but 

not exceeding 10 mm:
7219.12.10.00 --- With patterns in relief derived from 

rolling
A

7219.12.90.00 --- Other A
7219.13 -- Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less 

than 4.75 mm:
7219.13.10.00 --- With patterns in relief derived from 

rolling
A

7219.13.90.00 --- Other A
7219.14 -- Of a thickness of less than 3 mm:
7219.14.10.00 --- With patterns in relief derived from 

rolling
A

7219.14.90.00 --- Other A
- Not further worked than hot-rolled, not 
in coils:

7219.21.00.00 -- Of a thickness exceeding 10 mm A
7219.22.00.00 -- Of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more but 

not exceeding 10 mm
A

7219.23.00.00 -- Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less 
than 4.75 mm

A

7219.24.00.00 -- Of a thickness of less than 3 mm A
- Not further worked than cold-rolled 
(cold-reduced):

7219.31.00.00 -- Of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more X 2
7219.32.00.00 -- Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less 

than 4.75 mm
X 2

7219.33.00.00 -- Of a thickness exceeding 1 mm but less 
than 3 mm

X 2

7219.34.00.00 -- Of a thickness of 0.5 mm or more but 
not exceeding 1 mm

X 2

7219.35.00.00 -- Of a thickness of less than 0.5 mm X 2
7219.90 - Other:
7219.90.10.00 -- Of a thickness not exceeding 125 mm and 

with patterns in relief derived from 
rolling, perforated, corrugated or 
polished

X 2

7219.90.90.00 -- Other X 2

72.20 Flat-rolled products of stainless steel, 
of a width of less than 600 mm.
- Not further worked than hot-rolled:

7220.11 -- Of a thickness of 4.75 mm or more:
7220.11.10.00 --- Hoop and strip A
7220.11.90.00 --- Other A
7220.12 -- Of a thickness of less than 4.75 mm:
7220.12.10.00 --- Hoop and strip A
7220.12.90.00 --- Other A
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7220.20 - Not further worked than cold-rolled 
(cold-reduced):

7220.20.10.00 -- Hoop and strip X 2
7220.20.90.00 -- Other X 2
7220.90 - Other:
7220.90.10.00 -- Hoop and strip X 2
7220.90.20.00 -- Plates and sheets of a thickness of 

4.75 mm or more and exceeding 500 mm in 
width

X 2

7220.90.30.00 -- Other plates and sheets X 2
7220.90.90.00 -- Other X 2

72.21 Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly 
wound coils, of stainless steel.

7221.00.10.00 - Wire rod 5% B7
7221.00.90.00 - Other 5% B7

72.22 Other bars and rods of stainless steel; 
angles, shapes and sections of stainless 
steel.
- Bars and rods, not further worked than 
hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded:

7222.11 -- Of circular cross-section:
7222.11.10.00 --- Wire rod 5% B7
7222.11.90.00 --- Other 5% B7
7222.19 -- Other:
7222.19.10.00 --- Wire rod 5% B7
7222.19.90.00 --- Other 5% B7
7222.20.00.00 - Bars and rods, not further worked than 

cold-formed or cold-finished
5% B7

7222.30.00.00 - Other bars and rods 5% B7
7222.40 - Angles, shapes and sections:

-- Angles, other than slotted angles:
7222.40.11.00 --- Of a height of 80 mm or more X 2
7222.40.12.00 --- Of a height of less than 80 mm X 2
7222.40.20.00 -- Slotted angles, roll-formed from pure-

punched steel strips, whether or not 
painted or galvanised

X 2

-- Other angles, shapes and sections:
7222.40.31.00 --- Of a height of 80 mm or more and of a 

thickness of less than 5 mm
X 2

7222.40.32.00 --- Of a height of 80 mm or more and of a 
thickness of 5 mm or more

X 2

7222.40.33.00 --- Of a height of less than 80 mm and of 
a thickness of less than 5 mm

X 2

7222.40.34.00 --- Of a height of less than 80 mm and of 
a thickness of 5 mm or more

X 2

72.23 Wire of stainless steel.
7223.00.10.00 - Having a cross-sectional dimension 

exceeding 13 mm
5% B7

7223.00.90.00 - Other 5% B7

72.24 Other alloy steel in ingots or other 
primary forms; semi-finished products of 
other alloy steel.

7224.10.00.00 - Ingots and other primary forms 5% B7
7224.90.00.00 - Other 5% B7

72.25 Flat-rolled products of other alloy steel, 
of a width of 600 mm or more.
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- Of silicon-electrical steel:
7225.11.00.00 -- Grain-oriented A
7225.19.00.00 -- Other A
7225.20.00.00 - Of high speed steel A
7225.30 - Other, not further worked than hot-

rolled, in coils:
7225.30.10.00 -- Of a thickness of less than 1.5 mm A

-- Of a thickness of 1.5 mm or more but 
not exceeding 125 mm, with patterns in 
relief derived from rolling:

7225.30.21.00 --- Of a thickness of less than 3 mm A
7225.30.29.00 --- Other A

-- Other:
7225.30.91.00 --- Of a thickness of less than 3 mm A
7225.30.99.00 --- Other A
7225.40.00.00 - Other, not further worked than hot-

rolled, not in coils
A

7225.50.00.00 - Other, not further worked than cold-
rolled (cold-reduced)

A

- Other:
7225.91.00.00 -- Electrolytically plated or coated with 

zinc
A

7225.92.00.00 -- Otherwise plated or coated with zinc A
7225.99.00.00 -- Other A

72.26 Flat-rolled products of other alloy steel, 
of a width of less than 600 mm.
- Of silicon-electrical steel:

7226.11 -- Grain-oriented:
7226.11.10.00 --- Hoop and strip A
7226.11.90.00 --- Other A
7226.19 -- Other:
7226.19.10.00 --- Hoop and strip A
7226.19.90.00 --- Other A
7226.20 - Of high speed steel:
7226.20.10.00 -- Hoop and strip A
7226.20.90.00 -- Other A

- Other:
7226.91 -- Not further worked than hot-rolled:
7226.91.10.00 --- Hoop and strip 5% B7
7226.91.90.00 --- Other 5% B7
7226.92 -- Not further worked than cold-rolled 

(cold-reduced):
7226.92.10.00 --- Hoop and strip 5% B7
7226.92.90.00 --- Other 5% B7
7226.93 -- Electrolytically plated or coated with 

zinc:
7226.93.10.00 --- Hoop and strip 5% B7
7226.93.90.00 --- Other 5% B7
7226.94 -- Otherwise plated or coated with zinc:
7226.94.10.00 --- Hoop and strip 5% B7
7226.94.90.00 --- Other 5% B7
7226.99 -- Other:
7226.99.10.00 --- Hoop and strip 5% B7
7226.99.90.00 --- Other 5% B7

72.27 Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in 
irregularly wound coils, of other alloy 
steel.

7227.10.00.00 - Of high speed steel 5% B7
7227.20.00.00 - Of silico-manganese steel 5% B7
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7227.90.00.00 - Other 5% B10 2

72.28 Other bars and rods of other alloy steel; 
angles, shapes and sections, of other 
alloy steel; hollow drill bars and rods, 
of alloy or non-alloy steel.

7228.10 - Bars and rods, of high speed steel:
7228.10.10.00 -- Of a cross-sectional dimension not 

exceeding 13 mm, cold-formed
A

7228.10.90.00 -- Other A
7228.20 - Bars and rods, of silico-manganese 

steel:
7228.20.10.00 -- Of a cross-sectional dimension not 

exceeding 13 mm, cold-formed
5% B7

7228.20.90.00 -- Other 5% B10 2
7228.30.00.00 - Other bars and rods, not further worked 

than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded
5% B10 2

7228.40.00.00 - Other bars and rods, not further worked 
than forged

A

7228.50.00.00 - Other bars and rods, not further worked 
than cold-formed or cold-finished

A

7228.60.00.00 - Other bars and rods 5% B7
7228.70 - Angles, shapes and sections:

-- Angles, other than slotted angles:
7228.70.11.00 --- Of a height of 80 mm or more X
7228.70.12.00 --- Of a height of less than 80 mm X
7228.70.20.00 -- Slotted angles, roll-formed from pure-

punched steel strips, whether or not 
painted or galvanized

X

-- Shapes and sections:
7228.70.31.00 --- Of a height of 80 mm or more and of a 

thickness of less than 5 mm
X

7228.70.32.00 --- Of a height of 80 mm or more and of a 
thickness of 5 mm or more

X

7228.70.33.00 --- Of a height of less than 80 mm and of 
a thickness of less than 5 mm

X

7228.70.34.00 --- Of a height of less than 80 mm and of 
a thickness of 5 mm or more

X

7228.80.00.00 - Hollow drill bars and rods 5% B7

72.29 Wire of other alloy steel.
7229.10.00.00 - Of high speed steel 5% B7
7229.20.00.00 - Of silico-manganese steel 5% B10
7229.90.00.00 - Other 10% B10 2

Chapter 73 Articles of iron or steel
73.01 Sheet piling of iron or steel, whether or 

not drilled, punched or made from 
assembled elements; welded angles, shapes 
and sections, of iron or steel.

7301.10.00.00 - Sheet piling 5% B10 2
7301.20.00.00 - Angles, shapes and sections X
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73.02 Railway or tramway track construction 
material of iron or steel, the following: 
rails, check-rails and rack rails, switch 
blades, crossing frogs, point rods and 
other crossing pieces, sleepers (cross-
ties), fish-plates, chairs, chairs wedges, 
sole plates (base plates), rail clips, 
bedplates, ties and other material 
specialized for jointing or fixing rails.

7302.10.00.00 - Rails A
7302.30.00.00 - Switch blades, crossing frogs, point 

rods and other crossing pieces
5% B7

7302.40.00.00 - Fish-plates and sole plates 5% B7
7302.90.00.00 - Other 5% B7

73.03 Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, of cast 
iron.
- Tubes and pipes:

7303.00.11.00 -- With an external diameter not exceeding 
100 mm

X

7303.00.12.00 -- With an external diameter exceeding 100 
mm but not exceeding 150 mm

X

7303.00.13.00 -- With an external diameter exceeding 150 
mm but not more than 600 mm

X

7303.00.19.00 -- Other X
- Other, of ductile cast iron:

7303.00.21.00 -- With an external diameter not exceeding 
100 mm

X

7303.00.22.00 -- Other X
- Other:

7303.00.91.00 -- With an external diameter not exceeding 
100 mm

X

7303.00.92.00 -- Other X

73.04 Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, 
seamless, of iron (other than cast iron) 
or steel.

7304.10.00.00 - Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas 
pipelines

5% B10 2

- Casing, tubing and drill pipe, of a kind 
used in drilling for oil or gas:

7304.21.00 -- Drill pipe:
7304.21.00.10 --- Unfinished drill pipe (green pipe) 

with yield strength less than 75,000 
Psi and unworked pipe

X 2

7304.21.00.90 --- Other X
7304.29.00 -- Other:
7304.29.00.10 --- Unfinished casing and tubing (green 

pipe) with yield strength less than 
75,000 Psi and unworked pipe

X 2

7304.29.00.90 --- Other X 2
- Other, of circular cross-section, of 
iron or non-alloy steel:

7304.31 -- Cold-drawn or cold-rolled (cold-
reduced):

7304.31.10.00 --- High pressure conduits 5% B10 2
7304.31.20.00 --- Drill rod, casing and tubing with pin 

and box threads
5% B10 2

7304.31.30.00 --- Seamless steel tubes used for 
manufacture of track chains for 
tractors

5% B10 2
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--- Other:
7304.31.91.00 ---- Of external diameter measuring less 

than 140 mm and containing by weight 
less than 0.45% of carbon

5% B10 2

7304.31.99.00 ---- Other 5% B10 2
7304.39 -- Other:
7304.39.10.00 --- High pressure conduits 5% B10 2
7304.39.20.00 --- Seamless steel tubes used for 

manufacture of track chains for 
tractors

5% B10 2

--- Other:
7304.39.91.00 ---- Of external diameter measuring less 

than 140 mm and containing by weight 
less than 0.45% of carbon

5% B10 2

7304.39.99.00 ---- Other 5% B10 2
- Other, of circular cross-section, of 
stainless steel:

7304.41 -- Cold-drawn or cold-rolled (cold-
reduced):

7304.41.10.00 --- High pressure conduits 5% B10 2
7304.41.90.00 --- Other 5% B10 2
7304.49 -- Other:
7304.49.10.00 --- High pressure conduits 5% B10 2
7304.49.90.00 --- Other 5% B10 2

- Other, of circular cross-section, of 
other alloy-steel:

7304.51 -- Cold-drawn or cold-rolled (cold-
reduced):

7304.51.10.00 --- High pressure conduits 5% B10 2
7304.51.20.00 --- Drill rod, casing and tubing with pin 

and box threads
5% B10 2

7304.51.30.00 --- Seamless steel tubes used for 
manufacture of track chains for 
tractors

5% B10 2

7304.51.90.00 --- Other 5% B10 2
7304.59 -- Other:
7304.59.10.00 --- High pressure conduits 5% B10 2
7304.59.20.00 --- Seamless steel tubes used for 

manufacture of track chains for 
tractors

5% B10 2

7304.59.90.00 --- Other 5% B10 2
7304.90 - Other:
7304.90.10.00 -- High pressure conduits 5% B10 2
7304.90.20.00 -- Seamless steel tubes used for 

manufacture of track chains for 
tractors

5% B10 2

-- Other:
7304.90.91.00 --- Of external diameter measuring less 

than 140 mm and containing by weight 
less than 0.45% of carbon

5% B10 2

7304.90.99.00 --- Other 5% B10 2

73.05 Other tubes and pipes (for example, 
welded, riveted or similarly closed), 
having circular cross-sections, the 
external diameter of which exceeds 406.4 
mm, of iron or steel.
- Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas 
pipe-lines:

7305.11.00.00 -- Longitudinally submerged arc welded X 2
7305.12.00.00 -- Other, longitudinally welded X 2
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7305.19.00.00 -- Other X 2
7305.20.00.00 - Casing of a kind used in drilling for 

oil or gas
X 2

- Other, welded:
7305.31 -- Longitudinally welded:

--- Stainless steel pipes and tubes:
7305.31.11.00 ---- High pressure conduits X
7305.31.19.00 ---- Other X

--- Other:
7305.31.91.00 ---- High pressure conduits X
7305.31.99.00 ---- Other X
7305.39 -- Other:
7305.39.10.00 --- High pressure conduits X
7305.39.90.00 --- Other X
7305.90 - Other:
7305.90.10.00 -- High pressure conduits X
7305.90.90.00 -- Other X

73.06 Other tubes, pipes and hollow profiles 
(for example, open seam or welded, riveted 
or similarly closed), of iron or steel.

7306.10.00.00 - Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas 
pipelines

X 2

7306.20.00.00 - Casing and tubing of a kind used in 
drilling for oil or gas

X 2

7306.30 - Other, welded, of circular cross-
section, of iron or non-alloy steel:

-- With internal diameter less than 12.5 
mm:

7306.30.11.00 --- High pressure conduits 5% B10 2
7306.30.12.00 --- Boiler tubes 5% B10 2
7306.30.13.00 --- Single or double-walled, copper-plated 

or fluororesin-coated (FRC) or zinc-
chromated (ZMC3) steel tubes of an 
external diameter not exceeding 15 mm

5% B10 2

7306.30.14.00 --- Sheath pipe (heater pipe) for heating 
elements of electric flat iron and 
rice cooker, of an external diameter 
not exceeding 12 mm

5% B10 2

7306.30.15.00 --- Other, containing by weight less than 
0.45% of carbon

5% B10 2

7306.30.19.00 --- Other 5% B10 2
-- With internal diameter of 12.5 mm or 

more:
7306.30.21.00 --- High pressure conduits X
7306.30.22.00 --- Boiler tubes X
7306.30.23.00 --- Single or double-walled, copper-plated 

or fluororesin-coated (FRC) or zinc-
chromated (ZMC3) steel tubes of an 
external diameter not exceeding 15 mm

X

7306.30.24.00 --- Other, of external diameter less than 
140 mm and containing by weight less 
than 0.45% of carbon

X 2

7306.30.25.00 --- Other, of external diameter of 140 mm 
or more and containing by weight less 
than 0.45% of carbon

X

7306.30.26.00 --- Other, of external diameter of less 
than 140 mm and containing by weight 
0.45% or more of carbon

X
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7306.30.27.00 --- Other, of external diameter of 140 mm 
or more and containing by weight 0.45% 
or more of carbon

X

7306.40 - Other, welded, of circular cross-
section, of stainless steel:

7306.40.10.00 -- Welded boiler tubes with internal 
diameter not exceeding 12.5 mm

5% B10 2

7306.40.20.00 -- Welded boiler tubes with internal 
diameter exceeding 12.5 mm

X

7306.40.30.00 -- Stainless steel pipes and tubes, with 
external diameter exceeding 105 mm

X

7306.40.40.00 -- High pressure conduits X
7306.40.50.00 -- Pipes and tubes containing by weight at 

least 30% of nickel, of external 
diameter not exceeding 10 mm

5% B10 2

7306.40.80.00 -- Other, with internal diameter not 
exceeding 12.5 mm

5% B10 2

7306.40.90.00 -- Other, with internal diameter exceeding 
12.5 mm

X

7306.50 - Other, welded, of circular cross-
section, of other alloy steel:

7306.50.10.00 -- Welded boiler tubes with internal 
diameter not exceeding 12.5 mm

5% B10 2

7306.50.20.00 -- Welded boiler tubes with internal 
diameter exceeding 12.5 mm

X

7306.50.30.00 -- High pressure conduits X
7306.50.40.00 -- Other, with internal diameter not 

exceeding 12.5 mm
5% B10 2

7306.50.50.00 -- Other, with internal diameter exceeding 
12.5 mm

X

7306.60 - Other, welded, of non-circular cross-
section:

-- With internal diameter of less than 
12.5 mm:

7306.60.11.00 --- High pressure conduits 5% B7
7306.60.19.00 --- Other 5% B7

-- Other:
7306.60.91.00 --- High pressure conduits X
7306.60.99.00 --- Other X
7306.90 - Other:

-- With internal diameter of less than 
12.5 mm

7306.90.11.00 --- Bundy-weld pipes and tubes 5% B7
7306.90.12.00 --- High pressure conduits 5% B7
7306.90.19.00 --- Other 5% B7

-- Other:
7306.90.91.00 --- Bundy-weld pipes and tubes X
7306.90.92.00 --- High pressure conduits X
7306.90.93.00 --- Other, of external diameter measuring 

less than 140 mm and containing by 
weight less than 0.45% of carbon

X

7306.90.94.00 --- Other, of external diameter measuring 
140 mm or more and containing by 
weight less than 0.45% of carbon

X

7306.90.99.00 --- Other X

73.07 Tube or pipe fittings (for example, 
couplings, elbows, sleeves), of iron or 
steel.

  
  

- Cast fittings:   
7307.11.00.00 -- Of non-malleable cast iron P 3 
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7307.19.00.00 -- Other P 3
- Other, of stainless steel:  

7307.21 -- Flanges:  
7307.21.10.00 --- With an internal diameter of less than 

150 mm
P 4

7307.21.90.00 --- Other P 4
7307.22 -- Threaded elbows, bends and sleeves:  
7307.22.10.00 --- With an internal diameter of less than 

150 mm
P 4

 
7307.22.90.00 --- Other P 4
7307.23 -- Butt welding fittings:  
7307.23.10.00 --- With an internal diameter of less than 

150 mm
P 4

 
7307.23.90.00 --- Other P 4
7307.29 -- Other:  
7307.29.10.00 --- With an internal diameter of less than 

150 mm
P 4

 
7307.29.90.00 --- Other P 4

- Other:   
7307.91 -- Flanges:   
7307.91.10.00 --- With an internal diameter of less than 

150 mm
P 4

 
7307.91.90.00 --- Other P 4
7307.92 -- Threaded elbows, bends and sleeves:  
7307.92.10.00 --- With an internal diameter of less than 

150 mm
P 4

 
7307.92.90.00 --- Other P 4
7307.93 -- Butt welding fittings:  
7307.93.10.00 --- With an internal diameter of less than 

150 mm
P 4

 
7307.93.90.00 --- Other P 4
7307.99 -- Other:  
7307.99.10.00 --- With an internal diameter of less than 

150 mm
P 4

 
7307.99.90.00 --- Other P 4

  
73.08 Structures (excluding prefabricated 

buildings of heading 94.06) and parts of 
structures (for example, bridges and 
bridge-sections, lock-gates, towers, 
lattice masts, roofs, roofing frame-works, 
doors and windows and their frames and 
thresholds for doors, shutters, 
balustrades, pillars and columns), of iron 
or steel; plates, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections, tubes and the like, prepared for 
use in structures, of iron or steel.

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

7308.10 - Bridges and bridge-sections:   
7308.10.10.00 -- Prefabricated modular type joined by 

shear connectors
X  

  
7308.10.90.00 -- Other X  
7308.20 - Towers and lattice masts:   

-- Towers:   
7308.20.11.00 --- Prefabricated modular type joined by 

shear connectors
X  

  
7308.20.19.00 --- Other X  

-- Lattice masts:   
7308.20.21.00 --- Prefabricated modular type joined by 

shear connectors
X  

  
7308.20.29.00 --- Other X  
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7308.30.00.00 - Doors, windows and their frames and 
thresholds for doors

X
 

 
 

7308.40 - Equipment for scaffolding, shuttering, 
propping or pitpropping:

  
  

7308.40.10.00 -- Prefabricated modular type joined by 
shear connectors

X  
  

7308.40.90.00 -- Other X  
7308.90 - Other:   
7308.90.10.00 -- Frameworks for workshop and store-house X  
7308.90.20.00 -- Other, prefabricated modular type 

joined by shear connectors
X  

  
7308.90.30.00 -- Corrugated, curved or bent galvanized 

plate for assembly into underground 
conduits and culverts

X  
  
  

7308.90.40.00 -- Parts of tubes or tunnels, made of 
formed and bended corrugated sheet of 
iron or steel

5% B7  
  

7308.90.90.00 -- Other X  
   

7309.00.00.00 Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar 
containers for any material (other than
compressed or liquefied gas), of iron or 
steel, of a capacity exceeding 300 l, 
whether or not lined or heat-insulated, 
but not fitted with mechanical or thermal 
equipment.

X  
  
  
  
  
  

  
73.10 Tanks, casks, drums, cans, boxes and 

similar containers, for any material 
(other than compressed or liquefied gas), 
of iron or steel, of a capacity not 
exceeding 300 l, whether or not lined or 
heat-insulated, but not fitted with 
mechanical or thermal equipment.

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

7310.10 - Of a capacity of 50 l or more:   
7310.10.10.00 -- For transporting or coagulating latex 5% B7  
7310.10.20.00 -- Other, of iron or steel casting in the 

rough state
5% B7  

  
7310.10.30.00 -- Other, of iron or steel forging or 

stamping in the rough state
5% B7  

  
7310.10.90.00 -- Other X  

- Of a capacity of less than 50 l:   
7310.21 -- Cans which are to be closed by 

soldering or crimping:
  
  

--- Of a capacity of less than 1 l:   
7310.21.11.00 ---- Of iron or steel casting in the rough 

state
X  

  
7310.21.12.00 ---- Of iron or steel forging or stamping 

in the rough state
5% B7  

  
7310.21.19.00 ---- Other X  

--- Other:   
7310.21.91.00 ---- Of iron or steel casting in the rough 

state
X  

  
7310.21.92.00 ---- Of iron or steel forging or stamping 

in the rough state
5% B7  

  
7310.21.99.00 ---- Other X  
7310.29 -- Other:   

--- Of a capacity of less than 1 l:   
7310.29.11.00 ---- Of iron or steel casting in the rough 

state
X  
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7310.29.12.00 ---- Of iron or steel forging or stamping 
in the rough state

5% B7
 

 
 

7310.29.19.00 ---- Other X  
--- Other:   

7310.29.91.00 ---- Of iron or steel casting in the rough 
state

X  
  

7310.29.92.00 ---- Of iron or steel forging or stamping 
in the rough state

5% B7  
  

7310.29.99.00 ---- Other X  
   

73.11 Containers for compressed or liquefied 
gas, of iron or steel.

  
  

- Seamless steel cylinders, except for 
LPG:

  

7311.00.11.00 -- Of a capacity of less than 30 l 5% B7  
7311.00.12.00 -- Of a capacity of 30 l or more but less 

than 110 litres
5% B7  

  
7311.00.19.00 -- Other 5% B7  

- Other:   
7311.00.91.00 -- Of a capacity of less than 30 l X  
7311.00.92.00 -- Of a capacity of 30 l or more but less 

than 110 litres
X  

  
7311.00.99.00 -- Other X  

   
73.12 Stranded wire, ropes, cables, plaited 

bands, slings and the like, of iron or 
steel, not electrically insulated.

  
  
  

7312.10 - Stranded wire, ropes and cables:   
7312.10.10.00 -- Locked coil, flattened strands and non-

rotating wire ropes
P 5

  
7312.10.20.00 -- Plated or  coated  with brass, and of a 

nominal diameter not exceeding 3 mm
P 5

  
7312.10.30.00 -- Stranded wire of diameter of more than 

64 mm
P 3

7312.10.40.00 -- Stranded wire of diameter of less than 
3 mm

P 3

7312.10.90.00 -- Other P 5
7312.90.00.00 - Other P 5

   
7313.00.00.00 Barbed wire of iron or steel; twisted hoop 

or single flat wire, barbed or not, and 
loosely twisted double wire, of a kind 
used for fencing, of iron or steel.

X  
  
  
  
  

73.14 Cloth (including endless bands), grill, 
netting and fencing, of iron or steel 
wire; expanded metal of iron or steel.

  
  
  

- Woven cloth:   
7314.12.00.00 -- Endless bands for machinery, of 

stainless steel
P 4

  
7314.13.00.00 -- Other endless bands for machinery P 3
7314.14.00.00 -- Other woven cloth, of stainless steel P 4
7314.19.00.00 -- Other P 4
7314.20.00.00 - Grill, netting and fencing, welded at 

the intersection, of wire with a maximum 
cross-sectional dimension of 3 mm or 
more and having a mesh size of 100 cm2 or 
more 

X  
 
 

- Other grill, netting and fencing, welded 
at the intersection:

7314.31.00.00 -- Plated or coated with zinc X  
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7314.39.00.00 -- Other X  
- Other cloth, grill, netting and fencing:   

7314.41.00.00 -- Plated or coated with zinc X  
7314.42.00.00 -- Coated with plastics X  
7314.49.00.00 -- Other X  
7314.50.00.00 - Expanded metal X  

   
73.15 Chain and parts thereof, of iron or steel.   

- Articulated link chain and parts 
thereof:

  

7315.11 -- Roller chain:   
--- Of mild steel:   

7315.11.11.00 ---- Chain for bicycles 15% B7  
7315.11.12.00 ---- Chain for motorcycles 15% B7  
7315.11.19.00 ---- Other 10% B10  

--- Other:   
7315.11.21.00 ---- Chain for bicycles 15% B7  
7315.11.22.00 ---- Chain for motorcycles 15% B10  
7315.11.23.00 ---- Other transmission type of pitch 

length not less than 6 mm but not 
more than 32 mm

P 6
  

7315.11.24.00 ---- Industrial or conveyor type of  pitch 
length not less than 75 mm but not 
more than 152 mm

P 6
  
  

7315.11.29.00 ---- Other P 6
7315.12 -- Other chain:   
7315.12.10.00 --- Of mild steel P 6
7315.12.90.00 --- Other P 6
7315.19 -- Parts:   
7315.19.10.00 --- Of chain for bicycles 10% B5  
7315.19.20.00 --- Of other chain for motorcycles 10% B7  
7315.19.90.00 --- Other P 6
7315.20.00.00 - Skid chain P 6

- Other chain:   
7315.81.00.00 -- Stud-link P 5
7315.82.00.00 -- Other, welded link P 5
7315.89 -- Other:   

--- Of mild steel:   
7315.89.11.00 ---- Chain for bicycles 10% B10  
7315.89.12.00 ---- Chain for motorcycles 10% B10  
7315.89.19.00 ---- Other P 6

--- Other:   
7315.89.21.00 ---- Chain for bicycles 10% B10  
7315.89.22.00 ---- Chain for motorcycles 10% B10  
7315.89.29.00 ---- Other P 6
7315.90 - Other parts:   
7315.90.10.00 -- Chain for motorcycles and bicycles 5% B7  
7315.90.90.00 -- Other 5% B10  

   
7316.00.00.00 Anchors, grapnels and parts thereof, of 

iron or steel.
5% B7  

  
   

73.17 Nails, tacks, drawing pins, corrugated 
nails, staples (other than those of 
heading 83.05) and similar articles, of 
iron or steel, whether or not with heads 
of other material, but excluding such 
articles with heads of copper.

  
  
  
  
  
  

7317.00.10.00 - Wire nails P 6
7317.00.20.00 - Staples P 6
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7317.00.30.00 - Dog spikes for rail sleepers; carding 
tacks for textile carding machines; gang 
nails, connector and anti-splitting

P
 
 

4
 
 

7317.00.40.00 - Hob nails for footwear, ring nails P 3
7317.00.50.00 - Hook nails P 3
7317.00.60.00 - Corrugated nails, drawing pins and tacks P 5
7317.00.90.00 - Other P 5

   
73.18 Screws, bolts, nuts, coach screws, screw 

hooks, rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, 
washers (including spring washers) and 
similar articles, of iron or steel.

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

- Threaded articles:   
7318.11.00.00 -- Coach screws P 3
7318.12 -- Other wood screws:   
7318.12.10.00 --- Of an external diameter not exceeding 

16 mm
P 3

  
7318.12.90.00 --- Other P 3
7318.13 -- Screw hooks and screw rings:   
7318.13.10.00 --- Of an external diameter not exceeding 

16 mm
X 2

  
7318.13.90.00 --- Other X 2
7318.14 -- Self-tapping screws:   
7318.14.10.00 --- Of an external diameter not exceeding 

16 mm
X 2

  
7318.14.90.00 --- Other X 2
7318.15 -- Other screws and bolts, whether or not 

with their nuts or washers:
   
   

--- Of an external diameter not exceeding 
16 mm:

   
   

7318.15.11.00 ---- Screws for metal X 2
7318.15.12.00 ---- Bolts for metal, with or without nuts X 2
7318.15.19.00 ---- Other X 2

--- Other:    
7318.15.91.00 ---- Screws for metal X 2
7318.15.92.00 ---- Bolts for metal, with or without nuts X 2
7318.15.99.00 ---- Other X 2
7318.16 -- Nuts:    
7318.16.10.00 --- Of an external diameter not exceeding 

16 mm
X 2

   
7318.16.90.00 --- Other X 2
7318.19 -- Other:    
7318.19.10.00 --- Of an external diameter not exceeding 

16 mm
P 3

   
7318.19.90.00 --- Other P 3

- Non-threaded articles:    
7318.21 -- Spring washers and other lock washers:    
7318.21.10.00 - Of an external diameter not exceeding 16 

mm:
X 2

   
7318.21.90.00 --- Other X 2
7318.22 -- Other washers:    
7318.22.10.00 --- Of an external diameter not exceeding 

16 mm
X 2

   
7318.22.90.00 --- Other X 2
7318.23 -- Rivets:    
7318.23.10.00 --- Of an external diameter not exceeding 

16 mm
X 2

   
7318.23.90.00 --- Other X 2
7318.24 -- Cotters and cotter-pins:    
7318.24.10.00 --- Of an external diameter not exceeding 

16 mm
P 3
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7318.24.90.00 --- Other P 3
7318.29 -- Other:    
7318.29.10.00 --- Of an external diameter not exceeding 

16 mm
X 2

   
7318.29.90.00 --- Other X 2

    
73.19 Sewing needles, knitting needles, bodkins, 

crochet hooks, embroidery stilettos and 
similar articles, for use in the hand, of 
iron or steel; safety pins and other pins 
of iron or steel, not elsewhere specified 
or included.

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

7319.10.00.00 - Sewing, darning or embroidery needles 5% B7  
7319.20.00.00 - Safety pins X  
7319.30.00.00 - Other pins X  
7319.90.00.00 - Other 5% B7  

   
73.20 Springs and leaves for springs, of iron or 

steel.
  

   
7320.10 - Leaf-springs and leaves therefor:    
7320.10.10.00 -- For motor vehicles 15% B10  
7320.10.20.00 -- For earth moving machinery P 3
7320.10.30.00 -- Coupling springs for railway rolling 

stock
P 3

7320.10.90.00 -- Other P 3
7320.20 - Helical springs:    
7320.20.10.00 -- For motor vehicles 15% B10  
7320.20.20.00 -- For earth moving machinery P 3
7320.20.90.00 -- Other P 3
7320.90 - Other:    
7320.90.10.00 -- For motor vehicles P 4
7320.90.90.00 -- Other 5% B7  

    
73.21 Stoves, ranges, grates, cookers (including 

those with subsidiary boilers for central 
heating), barbecues, braziers, gas-rings, 
plate warmers and similar non-electric 
domestic appliances, and parts thereof, of 
iron or steel.

   
   
   
   
   
   

- Cooking appliances and plate warmers:    
7321.11 -- For gas fuel or for both gas and other 

fuels:
   
   

7321.11.10.00 --- Kitchen stoves, ranges, oven, cookers 10% B10  
7321.11.90.00 --- Other 10% B10  
7321.12.00.00 -- For liquid fuel X  
7321.13.00.00 -- For solid fuel X  

- Other appliances:    
7321.81.00.00 -- For gas fuel or for both gas and other 

fuels
10% B10  
   

7321.82.00.00 -- For liquid fuel X  
7321.83.00.00 -- For solid fuel X  
7321.90.00.00 - Parts 10% B7  

    
73.22 Radiators for central heating, not 

electrically heated, and parts thereof, 
of iron or steel; air heaters and hot 
air distributors (including distributors 
which can also distribute fresh or 
conditioned air), not electrically heated, 
incorporating a motor-driven fan or 
blower, and parts thereof, of iron or 
steel.
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- Radiators and parts thereof:    
7322.11.00.00 -- Of cast iron P 4
7322.19.00.00 -- Other P 4
7322.90.00.00 - Other P 4

    
73.23 Table, kitchen or other household articles 

and parts thereof, of iron or steel; iron 
or steel wool; pot scourers and scouring 
or polishing pads, gloves and the like, of 
iron or steel.

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

7323.10.00.00 - Iron or steel wool; pot scourers and 
scouring or polishing pads, gloves and 
the like

X  
   

- Other:    
7323.91 -- Of cast iron, not enamelled:    
7323.91.10.00 --- Kitchenware X  
7323.91.90.00 --- Other X  
7323.92.00.00 -- Of cast iron, enamelled X  
7323.93 -- Of stainless steel:    
7323.93.10.00 --- Kitchenware X  
7323.93.90.00 --- Other X  
7323.94.00.00 -- Of iron (other than cast iron) or 

steel, enamelled
X  

   
7323.99 -- Other:    
7323.99.10.00 --- Kitchenware X  
7323.99.90.00 --- Other X  

    
73.24 Sanitary ware and parts thereof, of iron 

or steel.
   
   

7324.10.00.00 - Sinks and wash basins, of stainless 
steel

X  

- Baths:    
7324.21.00.00 -- Of cast iron, whether or not enamelled X  
7324.29.00.00 -- Other X  
7324.90 - Other, including parts:    
7324.90.10.00 -- For flushing  water closets or urinals 

(fixed type)
X  

   
7324.90.20.00 -- Bedpans, urinals (portable type) and 

chamber-pots
X  

   
7324.90.90.00 -- Other X  

   
73.25 Other cast articles of iron or steel.    
7325.10 - Of non-malleable cast iron:    
7325.10.10.00 -- Latex spouts and latex cups X  
7325.10.20.00 -- Manhole covers, gratings and frames 

thereof
X  

7325.10.90.00 -- Other X  
- Other:    

7325.91.00.00 -- Grinding balls and similar articles for 
mills

X  
   

7325.99 -- Other:    
7325.99.10.00 --- Latex spouts and latex cups X  
7325.99.20.00 --- Manhole covers, gratings and frames 

thereof
X  

7325.99.90.00 --- Other X  
   

73.26 Other articles of iron or steel.    
- Forged or stamped, but not further 
worked:

   

7326.11.00.00 -- Grinding balls and similar articles for 
mills

X  
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7326.19.00.00 -- Other 5% B7  
7326.20 - Articles of iron or steel wire:    
7326.20.10.00 -- For manufacturing tyre hoop X  
7326.20.20.00 -- Rat traps X  
7326.20.30.00 -- For the manufacturing of articles other 

than baskets, sieves or the like, 
coated with plastic

X  
   
   

7326.20.40.00 -- Gabions and mattresses of PVC coated 
steel wires

 X
 

 
 

7326.20.90.00 -- Other X  
7326.90 - Other:    
7326.90.10.00 -- Ships' rudders 10% B10  
7326.90.20.00 -- Pistol or revolver shaped keychains 

with firing caps
P 6

   
7326.90.30.00 -- Stainless steel shield and clamp 

assembly with rubber sleeve for hubless 
cast iron pipes and pipe fittings

P 6
   
   

7326.90.40.00 -- Latex spouts and latex cups P 6
7326.90.50.00 -- Rat traps X  
7326.90.60.00 -- Steel balls for ball point pens X  
7326.90.90.00 -- Other P 6

Chapter 74 Copper and articles thereof    
74.01 Copper mattes; cement copper (precipitated 

copper).
   

7401.10.00.00 - Copper mattes 5% B7  
7401.20.00.00 - Cement copper (precipitated copper) 5% B3  

    
74.02 Unrefined copper; copper anodes for 

electrolytic refining.
   
   

7402.00.10.00 - Blister copper and other unrefined 
copper

5% B3  

7402.00.90.00 - Copper anodes for electrolytic refining 5% B3  
    

74.03 Refined copper and copper alloys, 
unwrought.

   

- Refined copper:    
7403.11.00.00 -- Cathodes and sections of cathodes X  
7403.12.00.00 -- Wire-bars 5% B3  
7403.13.00.00 -- Billets A  
7403.19.00.00 -- Other A  

- Copper alloys:    
7403.21.00.00 -- Copper-zinc base alloys (brass) 5% B3  
7403.22.00.00 -- Copper-tin base alloys (bronze) 5% B3  
7403.23.00.00 -- Copper-nickel base alloys(cupro-nickel) 

or copper-nickel-zinc base alloys 
(nickel silver)

5% B7  
   
   

7403.29.00.00 -- Other copper alloys (other than master 
alloys of heading 74.05)

5% B7  
   
   

7404.00.00.00 Copper waste and scrap. A  
    

7405.00.00.00 Master alloys of copper. A  
   

74.06 Copper powders and flakes.    
7406.10.00.00 - Powders of non-lamellar structure A  
7406.20.00.00 - Powders of lamellar structure; flakes A  

   
74.07 Copper bars, rods and profiles.    
7407.10 - Of refined copper:    
7407.10.10.00 -- Bars and rods of circular cross section 5% B3  
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7407.10.20.00 -- Other bars and rods 5% B3  
7407.10.30.00 -- Profiles 5% B3  

- Of copper alloys:    
7407.21 -- Of copper-zinc base alloys (brass):    
7407.21.10.00 --- Bars and rods 5% B3  
7407.21.20.00 --- Profiles 5% B7  
7407.22 -- Of copper-nickel base alloys (cupro-

nickel) or copper-nickel-zinc base 
alloys (nickel silver):

   
   
   

7407.22.10.00 --- Bars and rods 5% B3  
7407.22.20.00 --- Profiles 5% B3  
7407.29 -- Other:    
7407.29.10.00 --- Bars and rods 5% B3  
7407.29.20.00 --- Profiles 5% B3  

   
74.08 Copper wire.    

- Of refined copper:    
7408.11 -- Of which the maximum cross-sectional 

dimension exceeds 6 mm:
   
   

7408.11.10.00 --- Of which the maximum cross-sectional 
dimension exceeds 6 mm but not exceeds 
14 mm

5% B3  
   
   

7408.11.20.00 --- Of which the maximum cross-sectional 
dimension exceeds 14 mm but not 
exceeds 25 mm

5% B3  
   
   

7408.11.90.00 --- Other 5% B3  
7408.19.00.00 -- Other 10% B3  

- Of copper alloys:    
7408.21.00.00 -- Of copper-zinc base alloys (brass) 5% B7  
7408.22.00.00 -- Of copper-nickel base alloys (cupro-

nickel) or copper-nickel-zinc base 
alloys (nickel silver)

5% B7  
   
   

7408.29.00.00 -- Other 5% B5  
   

74.09 Copper plates, sheets and strips, of a 
thickness exceeding 0.15 mm.

   
   

- Of refined copper:    
7409.11 -- In coils:    
7409.11.10.00 --- Strip 5% B3  
7409.11.90.00 --- Other 5% B3  
7409.19 -- Other:    
7409.19.10.00 --- Strip 5% B3  
7409.19.90.00 --- Other 5% B5  

- Of copper-zinc base alloys (brass):    
7409.21 -- In coils:    
7409.21.10.00 --- Strip 5% B5  
7409.21.90.00 --- Other 5% B5  
7409.29 -- Other:    
7409.29.10.00 --- Strip 5% B3  
7409.29.90.00 --- Other 5% B3  

- Of copper-tin base alloys (bronze):    
7409.31 -- In coils:    
7409.31.10.00 --- Strip 5% B3  
7409.31.90.00 --- Other 5% B10  
7409.39 -- Other:    
7409.39.10.00 --- Strip 5% B3  
7409.39.90.00 --- Other 5% B3  
7409.40 - Of copper-nickel base alloys (cupro-

nickel) or copper-nickel-zinc base 
alloys (nickel silver):

   
   
   

7409.40.10.00 -- Strip 5% B3  
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7409.40.90.00 -- Other 5% B3  
7409.90 - Of other copper alloys:    
7409.90.10.00 -- Strip A  
7409.90.90.00 -- Other A  

   
74.10 Copper foil (whether or not printed or 

backed with paper, paperboard, plastics or 
similar backing materials) of a thickness 
(excluding any backing) not exceeding 
0.15mm.

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

- Not backed:    
7410.11.00.00 -- Of refined copper 5% B3  
7410.12.00.00 -- Of copper alloys 5% B3  

- Backed:    
7410.21 -- Of refined copper:    
7410.21.10.00 --- Reinforced sheets or plates of 

polytetrafluoroethylene or polyamide, 
laminated on one side or both sides 
with copper foil

5% B3  
   
   

7410.21.20.00 --- Copper clad laminate for PCBs A  
7410.21.90.00 --- Other 5% B3  
7410.22.00.00 -- Of copper alloys 5% B10  

   
74.11 Copper tubes and pipes.    
7411.10.00.00 - Of refined copper 5% B3  
 - Of copper alloys:    
7411.21.00.00 -- Of copper-zinc base alloys (brass) 5% B5  
7411.22.00.00 -- Of copper-nickel base alloys (cupro-

nickel) or copper-nickel-zinc base 
alloys (nickel silver)

5% B3  
   
   

7411.29.00.00 -- Other 5% B5  
   

74.12 Copper tube or pipe fittings (for example, 
couplings, elbows, sleeves).

   
   

7412.10.00.00 - Of refined copper 5% B3  
7412.20.00.00 - Of copper alloys 5% B3  

   
74.13 Stranded wire, cables, plaited bands and 

the like, of copper, not electrically 
insulated.

   
   

- Cable:    
7413.00.11.00 -- Of circular section not exceeding 500mm2 10% B7  
7413.00.12.00 -- Of circular section 500 mm2 or more to 

630 mm2
10% B7  
   

7413.00.13.00 -- Of circular section 630 mm2 or more to 
1,000 mm2

10% B7  
   

7413.00.19.00 -- Other 10% B7  
7413.00.90.00 - Other 10% B7  

   
74.14 Cloth (including endless bands), grill and 

netting, of copper wire; expanded metal of 
copper.

   
   
   

7414.20 - Cloth:    
7414.20.10.00 -- For machinery 5% B3  
7414.20.20.00 -- Suitable for making mosquito nets or 

window screens
20% B7  
   

7414.20.90.00 -- Other 5% B3  
7414.90 - Other:    
7414.90.10.00 -- For machinery 5% B3  
7414.90.20.00 -- Expanded metal 5% B3  
7414.90.90.00 -- Other 5% B3  
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74.15 Nails, tacks, drawing pins, staples (other 
than those of heading 83.05) and similar 
articles, of copper or of iron or steel 
with heads of copper; screws, bolts, nuts, 
screw hooks, rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, 
washers (including spring washers) and 
similar articles, of copper.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7415.10 - Nails and tacks, drawing pins, staples 
and similar articles:

   
   

7415.10.10.00 -- Nails 10% B3  
7415.10.20.00 -- Staples 10% B3  
7415.10.90.00 -- Other 10% B3  

- Other articles, not threaded:    
7415.21.00.00 -- Washers (including spring washers) P  7
7415.29.00.00 -- Other P  7

- Other threaded articles:    
7415.33 -- Screws; bolts and nuts:    
7415.33.10.00 --- Screws 10% B3  
7415.33.20.00 --- Bolts and nuts 10% B3  
7415.39.00.00 -- Other 10% B5  

    
7416.00.00.00 Copper springs. 10% B3  

    
7417.00.00.00 Cooking or heating apparatus of a kind 

used for domestic purposes, non-electric, 
and parts thereof, of copper.

15% B3  
   
   

    
74.18 Table, kitchen or other household articles 

and parts thereof, of copper; pot scourers 
and scouring or polishing pads, gloves and 
the like, of copper; sanitary ware and 
parts thereof, of copper.

   
   
   
   
   

- Table, kitchen or other household 
articles and parts thereof; pot scourers 
and scouring or polishing pads, gloves 
and the like:

   
   
   

7418.11.00.00 -- Pot scourers and scouring or polishing 
pads, gloves and the like

15% B3  
   

7418.19 -- Other:    
7418.19.10.00 --- Ash trays 15% B3  
7418.19.20.00 --- Articles used during religious rites 15% B3  
7418.19.90.00 --- Other 15% B3  
7418.20.00.00 - Sanitary ware and parts thereof 15% B3  

    
74.19 Other articles of copper.    
7419.10.00.00 - Chain and parts thereof 15% B3  

- Other:    
7419.91 -- Cast, moulded, stamped or forged, but 

not further worked:
   
   

7419.91.10.00 --- Fittings for fire hoses 5% B5  
7419.91.20.00 --- Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar 

containers not fitted with mechanical 
or thermal equipment; other hose 
fittings

10% B3  
   
   

7419.91.30.00 --- Electroplating anodes; machine belt 
fastener; fittings (not including 
propellers of heading 84.85) for ships 
or other vessel; capacity measures 
(other than domestic use)

A  
   
   
   
   

7419.91.90.00 --- Other 15% B3  
7419.99 -- Other:    
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7419.99.10.00 --- Electroplating anodes, machine belt 
fastener; fittings (not including 
propellers of heading 84.85) for ships 
or other vessel; capacity measures 
(other than domestic use); fittings 
for fire hoses

5% B3  
   
   
   
   

7419.99.20.00 --- Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar 
containers not fitted with mechanical 
or thermal equipment of a capacity of 
300 l or less; other fitting for hoses

10% B10  
   
   
   

7419.99.90.00 --- Other 15% B3  

Chapter 75 Nickel and articles thereof    
75.01 Nickel mattes, nickel oxide sinters and 

other intermediate products of nickel 
metallurgy.

   

7501.10.00.00 - Nickel mattes 5% B3  
7501.20.00.00 - Nickel oxide sinters and other 

intermediate products of nickel 
metallurgy

5% B5  
   

    
75.02 Unwrought nickel.    
7502.10.00.00 - Nickel, not alloyed 5% B3  
7502.20.00.00 - Nickel alloys 5% B3  

   
7503.00.00.00 Nickel waste and scrap. A  

   
7504.00.00.00 Nickel powders and flakes. 5% B5  

   
75.05 Nickel bars, rods, profiles and wire.    

- Bars, rods and profiles:    
7505.11.00.00 -- Of nickel, not alloyed 5% B3  
7505.12.00.00 -- Of nickel alloys 5% B3  

- Wire:   
7505.21.00.00 -- Of nickel, not alloyed 5% B7  
7505.22.00.00 -- Of nickel alloys 5% B5  

   
75.06 Nickel plates, sheets, strip and foil.    
7506.10.00.00 - Of nickel, not alloyed 5% B5  
7506.20.00.00 - Of nickel alloys 5% B7  

   
75.07 Nickel tubes, pipes and tube or pipe 

fittings (for example, couplings, elbows, 
sleeves).

   
   

- Tubes and pipes:    
7507.11.00.00 -- Of nickel, not alloyed 5% B3  
7507.12.00.00 -- Of nickel alloys 5% B3  
7507.20.00.00 - Tube or pipe fittings 5% B5  

   
75.08 Other articles of nickel.    
7508.10.00.00 - Cloth, grill and netting, of nickel wire 5% B3  
7508.90 - Other:    
7508.90.10.00 -- Electro-plating anodes, wrought or 

unwrought, including those produced by 
electrolysis

5% B5  
   

7508.90.20.00 -- Screens for printing machines 5% B3  
7508.90.30.00 -- Bolts and nuts 10% B5  
7508.90.40.00 -- Other articles suitable for use in 

building
10% B3  

7508.90.90.00 -- Other 10% B5  
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Chapter 76 Aluminium and articles thereof    
76.01 Unwrought aluminium.    
7601.10.00.00 - Aluminium, not alloyed A  
7601.20.00.00 - Aluminium alloys A  

   
7602.00.00.00 Aluminium waste and scrap. A  

   
76.03 Aluminium powders and flakes.    
7603.10.00.00 - Powders of non-lamellar structure A  
7603.20 - Powders of lamellar structure; flakes:    
7603.20.10.00 -- Flakes 5% B3  
7603.20.20.00 -- Powders of lamellar structure A  

   
76.04 Aluminium bars, rods and profiles.    
7604.10 - Of aluminium, not alloyed:    
7604.10.10.00 -- Bars and rods 5% B3  
7604.10.20.00 -- Profiles suitable for use as heat sink 

with cross sectional dimensions not 
less than 17.5 cm x 7.5 cm

X  
   
   

7604.10.30.00 -- Other profiles X  
- Of aluminium alloys:    

7604.21 -- Hollow profiles:    
7604.21.10.00 --- Perforated tube (tube sheets) profile 

for evaporator coils of motor vehicle 
air conditioning machines

5% B3  
   
   

7604.21.90.00 --- Other 5% B3  
7604.29 -- Other:    
7604.29.10.00 --- Extruded bars and rods, not surface 

treated
X  

7604.29.20.00 --- Extruded bars and rods, surface 
treated

15% B3  

7604.29.30.00 --- Y-shaped profiles for zip fasteners, 
in coils

15% B3  
   

7604.29.40.00 --- Aluminium heat sink with surface 
dimensions not less than 17.5 cm x 7.5 
cm

15% B3  
   

7604.29.90.00 --- Other 15% B3  
   

76.05 Aluminium wire.    
- Of aluminium, not alloyed:    

7605.11.00.00 -- Of which the maximum cross-sectional 
dimension exceeds 7 mm

10% B5  
   

7605.19 -- Other:    
7605.19.10.00 --- Of a diameter not exceeding 0.0508 mm 10% B7  
7605.19.90.00 --- Other 10% B5  

- Of aluminium alloys:    
7605.21.00.00 -- Of which the maximum cross-sectional 

dimension exceeds 7 mm
10% B3  
   

7605.29 -- Other:    
7605.29.10.00 --- Of a diameter not exceeding 0.254 mm 10% B5  
7605.29.90.00 --- Other 10% B5  

   
76.06 Aluminium plates, sheets and strip, of a 

thickness exceeding 0.2 mm.
   
   

- Rectangular (including square):    
7606.11 -- Of aluminium, not alloyed:    
7606.11.10.00 --- Other, plain or figured by rolling or 

pressing but not surface treated
15% B5  
   

7606.11.90.00 --- Other 10% B3  
7606.12 -- Of aluminium alloys:    
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7606.12.10.00 --- Can stock (alloy 3004, 3104 or 5182, 
of temper H19), of a thickness 
exceeding 0.25 mm, in coils

15%
 
 

B3
 
 

 
 
 

7606.12.20.00 --- Venetian blind slat, whether or not 
rolled or cut, not exceeding 1,000 mm 
in width

10% B3  
   

--- Sheets:    
7606.12.31.00 ---- Of aluminium rigid container sheets 

alloy 5182, 5082, hardness H19 not 
exceeding 1,000 mm in width, whether 
or not in coils

5% B3  
   
   

7606.12.39 ---- Other:    
7606.12.39.10 ----- Aluminium sheet/coil (aluminium 

rigid container sheet alloy hardness 
H19 temper) and aluminium sheet/coil 
(aluminium rigid container sheet 
alloy 3104, 3105, 3204, 8011, 5042, 
5052, hardness H14-H48 temper) not 
exceeding 1,000 mm in width.

5% B3  
   
   
   
   
   

7606.12.39.20 ----- Aluminium sheet/coil (aluminium 
rigid container sheet alloy hardness 
H19 temper) and aluminium sheet/coil 
(aluminium rigid container sheet 
alloy 3104, 3105, 3204, 8011, 5042, 
5052, hardness H14-H48 temper) 
exceeding 1,000 mm in width.

5%
 
 
 
 
 

B3
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

7606.12.39.90 ----- Other 15% B5  
7606.12.40.00 --- Other, plain or figured by rolling or 

pressing but not surface treated
15% B5  
   

7606.12.90.00 --- Other 10% B5  
- Other:    

7606.91 -- Of aluminium, not alloyed:    
7606.91.10.00 --- Sheet or coil of aluminium rigid 

container sheet alloy 5182, 5082, 
hardness H19 temper, not exceeding 
1,000mm in width, or of container 
sheet alloy 3004, hardness H19 temper, 
exceeding 1,000 mm in width

15% B5  
   
   
   
   

7606.91.20.00 --- Other, plain or figured by rolling or 
pressing but not surface treated

20% B5  
   

7606.91.90.00 --- Other 15% B5  
7606.92 -- Of aluminium alloys:    
7606.92.10.00 --- Venetian blind slat, whether or not 

rolled or cut, not exceeding 1,000 mm 
in width

15% B5  
   

7606.92.20.00 --- Sheet or coil of aluminium rigid 
container sheet alloy 5182, 5082, 
hardness H19 temper, not exceeding 
1,000 mm in width, or of container 
sheet alloy 3004, hardness H19 temper, 
exceeding 1,000 mm in width

10% B5  
   
   
   
   

7606.92.30.00 --- Other, plain or figured by rolling or 
pressing but not surface treated

20% B5  
   

7606.92.90.00 --- Other 10% B5  
   

76.07 Aluminium foil (whether or not printed or 
backed with paper, paperboard, plastics or 
similar backing materials) of a thickness 
(excluding any backing) not exceeding 0.2 
mm.

   
   
   
   

- Not backed:    
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7607.11.00.00 -- Rolled but not further worked 20% B7  
7607.19.00.00 -- Other 10% B5  
7607.20 - Backed:    
7607.20.10.00 -- Backed with printed paper and laminated 

with plastic on both sides for 
packaging liquid food products

15% B7  
   
   

7607.20.20.00 -- Other, printed with patterns 15% B7  
7607.20.30.00 -- Aluminium foil of alloy A1075 and 

A3903, coated on both sides, with 
aluminium alloy A4245 and A4247, 
respectively

15% B7  
   
   

7607.20.40.00 -- Imitation gold or silver 10% B5  
7607.20.90.00 -- Other 15% B7  

   
76.08 Aluminium tubes and pipes.    
7608.10.00.00 - Of aluminium, not alloyed 5% B7  
7608.20.00.00 - Of aluminium alloys 5% B3  

   
7609.00.00.00 Aluminium tube or pipe fittings (for 

example, couplings, elbows, sleeves).
X  

   
   

76.10 Aluminium structures (excluding 
prefabricated buildings of heading 94.06) 
and parts of structures (for example, 
bridges and bridge-sections, towers, 
lattice masts, roofs, roofing frameworks, 
doors and windows and their frames and 
thresholds for doors, balustrades, pillars 
and columns); aluminium plates, rods, 
profiles, tubes and the like, prepared for 
use in structures.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7610.10.00.00 - Doors, windows and their frames and 
thresholds for doors

20% B7  
   

7610.90 - Other:    
7610.90.10.00 -- Bridges and bridge section, towers, 

lattice masts
20% B7  
   

7610.90.90.00 -- Other 20% B7  
   

7611.00.00.00 Aluminium reservoirs, tanks, vats and 
similar containers, for any material 
(other than compressed or liquefied gas), 
of a capacity exceeding 300 l, whether or 
not lined or heat-insulated, but not 
fitted with mechanical or thermal 
equipment.

10% B7  
   
   
   
   
   

   
76.12 Aluminium casks, drums, cans, boxes and 

similar containers (including rigid or 
collapsible tubular containers), for any 
material (other than compressed or 
liquefied gas), of a capacity not 
exceeding 300 l, whether or not lined or 
heat-insulated, but not fitted with 
mechanical or thermal equipment.

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

7612.10.00.00 - Collapsible tubular containers 10% B7  
7612.90 - Other:    

-- Of a capacity not exceeding 1 litre:    
7612.90.11.00 --- Retort pouch for retail packaging of 

cooked food products
10% B7  
   

7612.90.12.00 --- Seamless containers for fresh milk 10% B10  
7612.90.19.00 --- Other 10% B7  
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-- Other:    
7612.90.91.00 --- Retort pouch for retail packaging of 

cooked food products
10% B7  
   

7612.90.92.00 --- Seamless containers for fresh milk 10% B10  
7612.90.99.00 --- Other 10% B7  

    
7613.00.00.00 Aluminium containers for compressed or 

liquefied gas.
10% B7  
   
   

76.14 Stranded wire, cables, plaited bands and 
the like, of aluminium, not electrically 
insulated.

   
   
   

7614.10 - With steel core:    
-- Cables:    

7614.10.11.00 --- Of circular cross section not 
exceeding 500 mm2

10% B7  
   

7614.10.12.00 --- Of circular cross section exceeding 
500 mm2 but not exceeding 630 mm2

10% B10  
   

7614.10.13.00 --- Of circular cross section exceeding 
630 mm2 but not exceeding 1,000 mm2

10% B10  
   

7614.10.19.00 --- Other 10% B7  
7614.10.90.00 -- Other 10% B7  
7614.90 - Other:    

-- Cables:    
7614.90.11.00 --- Of circular cross section not 

exceeding 500 mm2
10%
 

B7
 

 
 

7614.90.12.00 --- Of circular cross section exceeding 
500 mm2 but not exceeding 630 mm2

10% B10  
   

7614.90.13.00 --- Of circular cross section exceeding 
630 mm2 but not exceeding 1,000 mm2

10% B10  
   

7614.90.19.00 --- Other 10% B7  
7614.90.90.00 -- Other 10% B7  

    
76.15 Table, kitchen or other household articles 

and parts thereof, of aluminium; pot 
scourers and scouring or polishing pads, 
gloves and the like, of aluminium; 
sanitary ware and parts thereof, of 
aluminium.

   
   
   
   
   

- Table, kitchen or other household 
articles and parts thereof; pot scourers 
and scouring or polishing pads, gloves 
and the like:

   
   
   

7615.11.00.00 -- Pot scourers and scouring or polishing 
pads, gloves and the like

15% B7  
   

7615.19.00.00 -- Other 15% B7  
7615.20 - Sanitary ware and parts thereof:    
7615.20.10.00 -- Bedpans, urinals (portable type) and 

chamber-pots
15% B7  
   

7615.20.90.00 -- Other 15% B7  
   

76.16 Other articles of aluminium.    
7616.10 - Nails, tacks, staples (other than those 

of heading 83.05), screws, bolts, nuts, 
screw hooks, rivets, cotters, cotter-
pins, washers and similar articles:

   
   
   
   

7616.10.10.00 -- Nails 5% B5  
7616.10.20.00 -- Staples and hooks 5% B3  
7616.10.30.00 -- Bolts and nuts 5% B10  
7616.10.90.00 -- Other 5% B5  

- Other:    
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7616.91.00.00 -- Cloth, grill, netting and fencing, of 
aluminium wire

5% B3  
   

7616.99 -- Other:    
7616.99.10.00 --- Expanded metal 5% B3  
7616.99.20.00 --- Ferrules for use in the manufacture of 

pencils
5% B3  
   

7616.99.30.00 --- Aluminium slugs, round, of such 
dimension that the thickness exceeds 
one-tenth of the diameter

5% B3  
   
   

7616.99.40.00 --- Bobbins, spools, reels and similar 
supports for textile yarn

5% B3  
   

7616.99.50.00 --- Venetian blinds 15% B7  
7616.99.60.00 --- Latex spouts and latex cups 5% B3  
7616.99.90.00 --- Other 5% B3  

Chapter 78 Lead and articles thereof   
78.01 Unwrought Lead.   
7801.10.00.00 - Refined lead 5% B3  

- Other:   
7801.91.00.00 -- Containing by weight antimony as the 

principal other element
5% B3  

  
7801.99.00.00 -- Other 5% B3  

  
7802.00.00.00 Lead waste and scrap. X  

  
7803.00.00.00 Lead bars, rods, profiles and wire. 5% B3  

  
78.04 Lead plates, sheets, strip and foil; lead 

powders and flakes.
 
 

 
 

- Plates, sheets, strip and foil:   
7804.11.00.00 -- Sheets, strip and foil of a thickness 

(excluding any backing) not exceeding 
0.2 mm

5% B5  
  

7804.19 -- Other:   
7804.19.10.00 --- Embossed, cut to shape, perforated, 

coated, printed, backed with paper or 
other reinforcing material, polished, 
or otherwise machined or surface 
treated

10% B5  
  
  
  

7804.19.90.00 --- Other 5% B3  
7804.20.00.00 - Powders and flakes 5% B5  

   
7805.00.00.00 Lead tubes, pipes and tube or pipe 

fittings (for example, couplings, elbows, 
sleeves).

5% B3  
  

  
78.06 Other articles of lead.   
7806.00.10.00 - Lead wool; washers; electro-plating 

anodes
5% B5  

7806.00.90.00 - Other 10% B10  

Chapter 79 Zinc and articles thereof   
79.01 Unwrought zinc.   

- Zinc, not alloyed:   
7901.11.00.00 -- Containing by weight 99.99% or more of 

zinc
A  

7901.12.00.00 -- Containing by weight less than 99.99% 
of zinc

A  
  

7901.20.00.00 - Zinc alloys 5% B3  
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7902.00.00.00 Zinc waste and scrap. A  
  

79.03 Zinc dust, powders and flakes.   
7903.10.00.00 - Zinc dust A  
7903.90.00.00 - Other A  

  
79.04 Zinc bars, rods, profiles and wire.   
7904.00.10.00 - Wire; bars and rods, not surface treated 5% B3  
7904.00.90.00 - Other 10% B5  

  
79.05 Zinc plates, sheets, strip and foil.   
7905.00.10.00 - Not surface treated 5% B3  
7905.00.20.00 - Surface treated 10% B5  

  
7906.00.00.00 Zinc tubes, pipes and tube or pipe 

fittings (for example, couplings, elbows, 
sleeves).

5% B3  
  

  
79.07 Other articles of zinc.   
7907.00.10.00 - Electroplating anodes; stencil plates; 

nails, tacks, nuts, bolts, screws, 
rivets and similar fastening; tubular 
containers for packing pharmaceutical 
products and the like; zinc callots for 
battery cells

5% B3

7907.00.20.00 - Domestic articles and parts thereof 15% B5  
7907.00.30.00 - Gutters, roof capping, skylight frames 

and other fabricated building components
10% B5  

  
7907.00.90.00 - Other 10% B5  

Chapter 80 Tin and articles thereof    
80.01 Unwrought tin.   
8001.10.00.00 - Tin, not alloyed 5% B10  
8001.20.00.00 - Tin alloys 5% B7  
     
8002.00.00.00 Tin waste and scrap. A  
     
80.03 Tin bars, rods, profiles and wire.    
8003.00.10.00 - Soldering bars 5% B3  
8003.00.20.00 - Wire 5% B5  
8003.00.90.00 - Other 5% B3  
     
80.04 Tin plates, sheets and strip, of a 

thickness exceeding 0.2 mm.
   

8004.00.10.00 - Not surface treated 5% B3  
8004.00.20.00 - Surface treated 5% B3  
     
8005.00.00.00 Tin foil (whether or not printed or backed 

with paper, paperboard, plastics or 
similar backing materials), of a thickness 
(excluding any backing) not exceeding 0.2 
mm; tin powders and flakes

5% B3  

     
8006.00.00.00 Tin tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings 

(for example, couplings, elbows, sleeves).
5% B10  

     
80.07 Other articles of tin.    
8007.00.10.00 - Collapsible tubes for dentifrices, 

  colours, and the like
5% B3  

8007.00.90.00 - Other 15% B5  
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